April 10, 2019

Dear Prof Dr. TV Devarajan,
Hearty Greetings!!!
Sub: Invitation to the Global Tamil Entrepreneurs Network to be held at Schaumburg, Illinois, USA on July 6, 2019.
Global Tamil Entrepreneurs Network (GTEN) is a powerful one-day event, co-hosted by American Tamil Entrepreneurs
Association (ATEA), that fosters entrepreneurship among members of Global Tamil community to be held on July 6th,
2019. This key session happens as a part of triad of premier events - the 10th World Tamil Conference, 32nd Annual
Convention of Federation of Tamil Sangams of North America (FETNA) and the Golden Jubilee Celebration of Chicago
Tamil Sangam (CTS), to be held at Schaumburg, Illinois, USA from July 4 to 7 2019.
The fundamental objective of the GTEN conference is to provide a platform that can cultivate influential Tamil leaders
across various business and professional landscapes: including Agro-Tech, Fintech, AI, Design, IT, Engineering, Medicine,
Government, and Creative Entrepreneurship. We aim to engage Tamil business professionals on a global scale, provide
them with opportunities to learn from others, impart their own wisdom, and build meaningful professional and personal
relationships.
There is great potential to project Tamil business leaders into the future through global exposure. Cross-Cultural and
intergenerational dialogue will promote diversity of thought and the ability to adapt in a dynamic, international business
environment. We see Tamil entrepreneurs and leaders holding a significant and influential presence across various
industries when the global Tamil community collectively supports one another.
We would be honored and elated if you could be a part of this Phenomenal Game-Changing event as a Key Speaker that
is targeting to elevate the stature of our Global Tamil Entrepreneurial Community to match the pre-eminent standards.
Eminent speakers like Congressman Raja Krishnamoorthy, Padma Shri Dr. Bala Balachandran, Dr. Palani Periyasamy and
other Tamil entrepreneurs across generations confirmed their participation.
Please let us know of your interest and schedule for our Organizers to reach out to you for further clarifications, so that
the event and your presentation could be planned accordingly.
We look forward to your participation and contribution to a successful GTEN 2019.
Warm Regards,
GTEN TEAM
www.gten.global

Veera Venugopal
FeTNA Convention Coordinator

veera.venugopal@gmail.com
(847) 910-3684

Sundar Kuppuswamy
President, FeTNA
president@fetna.org
(410) 262-3610

Siva Moopanar
GTEN Chair

siva_moopanar@hotmail.com
(847) 323-3015

Blending the insightful experiences and progressive ideas of Tamil entrepreneurs across generations.
Progress. Opportunity. Experience.

